DELIVERING REAL-WORLD MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS, GLOBALLY

TEK MART | WE GET PRODUCTIVE
TEKMART WORKS WITH EMS AND OEM OPERATIONS, IMPLEMENTING PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS AND SURPLUS ASSET RECOVERY OPTIONS

As manufacturers with our own 650,000 sq. ft. injection molding plant, we understand the challenges a continually changing manufacturing environment brings.

Whether investing in emerging markets or helping companies outperform through technology transfer, it’s our multi-disciplinary expertise and agile execution that sets Tekmart apart.

Perhaps that’s why 7 out of the global top 10 EMS and OEM operations do business with us.

Since pioneering the concept of full plant inventory acquisition in 1999, we have successfully completed over 70 full plant acquisitions worldwide. And become the industry’s premier global marketplace for pre-owned electronics manufacturing equipment.

GLOBAL LOCATIONS

Canada: +1-416-385-1956
USA: +1-619-800-2994
Mexico: +52-656-344-3085
India: +91-9811613022
Hong Kong: +852-8197-6979

TEKMART.com +1-416-385-1956 • salestor@tekmart.com
INVESTING IN ENTREPRENEURS AND INNOVATION ON FIVE CONTINENTS

• Tekmart invests in companies that make products we believe have the potential to outperform in their respective markets.

• Many of these investments are in emerging markets where our unique blend of know-how, logistics and international experience can rapidly transform an operation, significantly improving a company’s chances of success.

• Configuring the most efficient production line, maintaining quality assurance, or implementing better supply chain management are some of the ways we may improve a company’s outlook.

• Companies we’ve successfully invested in, range from a manufacturer of motorbike components in India, to Brazilian and Chinese consumer electronics factories.
Asset Management

SECURING A BETTER RETURN FROM OPERATIONAL AND NON-OPERATIONAL ASSETS

- In a continually changing manufacturing environment both short and long term asset recovery options are vital for protecting cash-flow and fine-tuning manufacturing performance.

- Conversely in a delivery driven industry, the speed and flexibility with which new equipment can be brought online mirrors the extent to which opportunities can be fully grasped.

- Tekmart offers worldwide capital asset sourcing and recovery solutions, in alignment with local market dynamics and regulatory requirements.

- Whether sourcing a single piece of equipment, or managing multiple production facilities, we integrate high-level industry intelligence with a proven ability to execute.

20+ YEAR TRACK RECORD PROVIDING SURPLUS ASSET RECOVERY SOLUTIONS TO TOP OEM/EMS OPERATIONS

EXPERIENCE IN LARGE VOLUME TRANSACTIONS

TURNKEY ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICE SOLUTIONS designed to realize THE BEST RESIDUAL RESALE VALUE

TEKMART.com +1-416-385-1956 • salestor@tekmart.com
Tekmart Integrated Manufacturing Services (TIMS) is ISO and TS certified, class A manufacturer, with 2 locations (Tijuana, MX and Juarez MX) dedicated to building high quality products and by extension blue-chip brands.

TIMS Tijuana, with 370,000 sq. ft. of injection molding floor space, located just South of San Diego, CA and TIMS Juarez, with 650,000 sq. ft. stand-alone facility located in Mexico, just south of El Paso, TX - are ideally located to service both established and emerging markets.

TIMS has evolved into a versatile contract molder servicing the automotive, healthcare, consumer electronics and white goods verticals.

With expertise in logistics and warehousing, TIMS is successfully managing a billion dollar supply chain that spans Asia, Europe, North America and South America.

You can find out more about TIMS here.
FIND WHAT YOU NEED IN THE PREMIER GLOBAL MARKETPLACE FOR PRE-OWNED ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING EQUIPMENT.

- Tekmart’s 100,000 sq. ft. warehousing facility is dedicated to inspecting, testing, tuning and re-testing every piece of equipment we sell.

- We offer the industry’s most comprehensive selection of pre-owned equipment inventory, all backed by our No Small Print Guarantee.

- Browse online or download a PDF of our current inventory.
**Tekmart Founded | 1997**

Tekmart founded as a brokerage to exploit significant opportunities for surplus asset trading in the emerging technology industry.

**Budapest | 2001**

We complete our first overseas full plant inventory acquisition project (Solectron Budapest).

**Sony America | 2009**

Awarded industry's largest consumer electronics asset management contract (Sony America - Mexico City closure).

**Philips | 2012**

Elco in Mexico plant inventory purchase in a joint venture with Philips.

**Nokia Korea | 2014**

Tekmart awarded industry's largest OEM smartphone plant rationalization project (Nokia Korea closure).

**Foxconn Hungary | 2015**

Large volume sale of injection molding & related equipment.

**Ernst & Young | 2015**

Retained as consultants by Ernst & Young for full Nokia, India court approved plant sale hearing at the High Court of Delhi. We conducted a 300 man-hour on-site asset appraisal study of Nokia's largest global mobile handset production facility.

**Microsoft | 2016**

Large volume sale of test & measurement, electronics and R&D equipment.

**TIMS Tijuana, MX | 2016**

We acquire Sanyo Tijuana, Mexico production facility and rename the business Tekmart Integrated Manufacturing Services (TIMS).

**ZTE India | 2016**

Complete, turn-key line from a large multinational OEM.

**TIMS Certification | 2014**

TIMS achieves TS16949 Automotive Certification and evolves into a versatile 650,000 sq. ft. facility, supplying components for the automotive, healthcare, consumer electronics and white goods industries.

**TIMS | 2013**

We acquire TCL/Thomson-RCA Mexico production facility and rename the business Tekmart Integrated Manufacturing Services (TIMS).

**Navico, New Zealand | 2010**

Navico, New Zealand full production inventory acquisition.

**Mexico | 2008**

Full plant inventory acquisition: Motorola, Mexico.

**NEC America | 1999**

Branching out into trading, Tekmart pioneers the first full plant inventory acquisition (NEC America) for resale to the PCB assembly industry.

**ZTE India | 2016**

Complete, turn-key line from a large multinational OEM.

**TIMS Tijuana, MX | 2016**

We acquire Sanyo Tijuana, Mexico production facility and rename the business Tekmart Integrated Manufacturing Services (TIMS).

**TIMS Certification | 2014**

TIMS achieves TS16949 Automotive Certification and evolves into a versatile 650,000 sq. ft. facility, supplying components for the automotive, healthcare, consumer electronics and white goods industries.

**TIMS | 2013**

We acquire TCL/Thomson-RCA Mexico production facility and rename the business Tekmart Integrated Manufacturing Services (TIMS).

**Navico, New Zealand | 2010**

Navico, New Zealand full production inventory acquisition.

**Mexico | 2008**

Full plant inventory acquisition: Motorola, Mexico.

**NEC America | 1999**

Branching out into trading, Tekmart pioneers the first full plant inventory acquisition (NEC America) for resale to the PCB assembly industry.

**Tekmart Founded | 1997**

Tekmart founded as a brokerage to exploit significant opportunities for surplus asset trading in the emerging technology industry.

**Stryker | 2019**

Full plant inventory rationalization project.

**PC ARTS | 2017**

Late vintage, turn-key SMT production line project.

**NEC Argentina | 2017**

Full inventory acquisition of a large multinational OEM plant.

**Ricoh | 2017**

Full plant inventory rationalization project.

**TIMS Tijuana, MX | 2016**

We acquire Sanyo Tijuana, Mexico production facility and rename the business Tekmart Integrated Manufacturing Services (TIMS).

**ZTE India | 2016**

Complete, turn-key line from a large multinational OEM.